
AO 91 (Rev. 11/11) Criminal Complaint

United States District Court
for the

District of Columbia

United States of America )
) Case: 1:21-mj-00218 

Assigned to: Judge Faruqui, Zia M 
Assign Date: 2/10/2021
Description: COMPLAINT W/ARREST WARRANT

v.
)WILLIAM CHRESTMAN
)
)
)
)

Defendant(s)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

L the complainant in this case, state that the following is true to the best of my knowledge and belief

_______in the county of ______________________

, the defendant(s) violated:

Offense Description

On or about the date(s) of __
District of

January 6, 2021 in the
Columbia

Code Section
18U.S.C. §371 
18 U.S.C.§ 231(a)(3)
18 U.S.C.§ 1512(c)(2)
18 U.S.C.§ 115(a)(1)(B) 
18U.S.C. §§ 1752(a)(1) and (2)

Conspiracy 
Civil Disorder
Obstruction of an Official Proceeding
Threatening to assault a Federal Law Enforcement Officer
Knowingly Entering or Remaining in any Restricted Building or Grounds
Without Lawful Authority (with 1752(b)(1)(A) enhancement)
Disorderly Conduct on Capitol Grounds40 U.S.C. §§ 5104(e)(2)(D) & (G)

This criminal complaint is based on these facts:

See the attached affidavit, which is incorporated herein by reference.

□ Continued on the attached sheet.

Printed name and title

Attested to by the applicant in accordance with the requirements of Fed. R. Grim. P. 4.1 by Telephone (specify reliable 
electronic means). 2021.02.10 

15:38:39-OS'OO'¥-02/10/2021Date:
Judge's signature

Zia M. Faruqui ,U.S. Magistrate JudgeWashington, D.C.City and state:
Printed name and title









The Subjects 













The Group’s Affiliation with the Proud Boys



United States v. Joseph Biggs,

United States v. Ethan Nordean,
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among other charges, in connection with his actions at and inside the U.S. Capitol on or about 
January 6, 2021.



The SUBJECTS’ Conduct at the Capitol on January 6, 2021
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Within minutes, the crowd oveiwhehned the U.S. Capitol Police officers seen at27.

the top of the steps in the image above. The metal barricades were toppled, and the crowd advanced

toward the Capitol. Within minutes, CHRESTMAN, FELICIA KONOLD, and CORY KONOLD

had moved past the barrier and placed themselves at or near the front of the crowd at the next

police barrier.

As Capitol Police began to form another line closer to the Capitol, CHRESTMAN,28.

FELICIA KONOLD, and CORY KONOLD were among those at the front of the crowd.

CHRESTMAN then stood directly in front of Capitol Police officers who were attempting to guard

the Capitol. CHRESTMAN yelled at the Capitol Police officers, “You shoot and I’ll take your

fucking ass out!” At a different point, Capitol Police officers attempted to arrest one person from

the crowd, and CHRESTMAN encouraged other members of the crowd to stop the Capitol Police

from arresting him. Among other tilings, CHRESTMAN said to other members of the crowd.

“Don’t let them take him!” Immediately next to CHRESTMAN was FELICIA KONOLD, who at
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The SUBJECTS' Conduct Inside the Capitol on January 6, 2021

The SUBJECTS subsequently entered the U.S. Capitol and appeared together at33.

various locations inside the building.

For example, footage obtained from surveillance cameras inside the Capitol, along34.

with open source video, depicts efforts by law enforcement officers to lower metal barriers in the

tunnels underneath the Capitol. These metal barriers are designed to seal off areas of the Capitol

and were deployed in an effort to control the crowd. U.S. Capitol Police officers were positioned

on the other side of the metal barriers, which were being lowered to prevent the crowd from

advancing. FELICIA KONOLD, CHRESTMAN, KUEHNE, and COLON each took deliberate

steps to prevent the barriers from closing. In my training and experience, the actions of FELICIA

KONOLD, CHRESTMAN, KUEHNE, and COLON were intended to and did serve to prevent

law enforcement from seeming areas of the Capitol against unlawful entrants.

The person that I have identified as FELICL4 KONOLD can be seen intentionally35.

obstructing the operations of the metal barriers by attempting to stop them from closing by placing

her ami in the path of the barriers. As FELICIA KONOLD took this action, a person that I
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linages of KUEHNE motioning to COLON were captured in the same surveillance38.

camera. KUEHNE grabbed what appears to be a podium and placed the podium strategically in

the track of one of the barriers, which action would likely prevent the barrier from closing. Shortly

after KUEHNE obstructed the path of one door with the podium, COLON grabbed a chair and

placed it in the path of a separate barrier.
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39. In a different sm'veillance video from a different part of the Capitol, the SUBJECTS

can again be seen in close proximity to one another while interacting with several other persons

who unlawfully entered the Capitol.
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Your affiant also notes that many within the crowd with the SUBJECTS were40.

wearing orange clothing or orange tape on then hats or helmets. As described in Paragraph 15,

KUEHNE was carrying two rolls of orange tape on his backpack. Your affiant submits that the

gauge of the KUEHNE’s orange tape is consistent with the orange tape worn on the hats or helmets

of the SUBJECTS as well as others in the crowd. Based on my training and experience, your

affiant believes the use of orange tape by multiple members in the crowd was a mark that was

intended to identify persons for a particular purpose. The intent and purpose of this identifying

tape remains under investigation.

Statements in Social Media By FELICIA KONOLD

Following this incident, law enforcement agencies received numerous tips from the41.

public. One such tip was provided by Witness-1 (“W-l”); W-l provided a tip regarding a particular

Snapchat account for username “classy_lacy” (hereinafter the “SNAPCHAT ACCOUNT”). The



[Barks, Barks] 
[Laughs] 

[unintelligble]



[Laughs] 

unintelligible

[Laughs] 
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